
Freelance Studio PT hire Agreement  

Agreement between Phoenix Gym Norwich & ______________________________ 
who will be Personal Training within Phoenix Gym’s Private PT Studio. 

The personal trainer _____________________________ wishes to pay either a monthly 
rental or hourly rental charge to hire Phoenix Gym’s studio, so that they can provide their 
personal training services to clients. 

Definitions:
PT - means the personal trainer from which this agreement has been assigned to and 
signed by. 
Phoenix Gym - means Phoenix Gym Norwich LTD.
Session - An hours Personal Training

Rights Granted:
• Phoenix Gym grants the PT permission and access to operate their business within the 

Phoenix Gym Studio. 
• Use Phoenix Gym’s name and in their marketing and promotional materials. 
• The PT does not have the right to allow any other PT to operate their business within 

Phoenix Gym. This agreement applies to the PT within this agreement only. 
• The PT does not have the right to allow their client to train within Phoenix Gym. 

Term:
There is no fixed term for this agreement. The agreement will continue until either the PT 
wishes to leave the business or Phoenix Gym choose to end this agreement. Phoenix gym 
reserves the right to make changes to this agreement at any time.
                                                                                                                                  
Responsibilities and Expectations:

• The PT will have to have an informal interview with a Phoenix Gym Director to ensure 
their suitability and availability to work within the Phoenix Gym Studio. 

• PT sessions are to start and finish promptly at the scheduled time. Please ensure that 
the Studio is vacated at the end of the session in a timely fashion ready for the next 
personal trainer.

• Phoenix Gym agrees to maintain the PT studio. However the Studio must be risk 
assessed by the PT prior to starting the session. It is the PT’s duty to check all 
equipment is in sound working order prior to the start of the session and to report any 
faults in equipment to the Phoenix Gym staff. If the PT notices any equipment becomes 
damaged, dangerous or unusable/unsafe for continued use then the PT must take it out 
of action for the safety of clients and notify one of the Phoenix Gym staff. 

• If the PT has any useful feedback or suggestions for the improvement of the studio or 
operational systems of running the studio then the PT’s feedback will be very welcome.  

• If the tissue dispenser runs out of tissue or antibacterial spray then please notify any 
member of staff so that they can re-stock it.  

• All Studio equipment remains the property of Phoenix Gym unless the PT brings in any 
of their own equipment for their class. Any equipment left at Phoenix Gym is done so at 
the PT’s own risk. Phoenix Gym is responsible for maintaining their own equipment and 
the PT is responsible for maintaining their own equipment.
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• The PT will need to be qualified to at least a level 2 or 3 standard in Fitness Instruction or 
Personal Training. Boxing/martial arts Instructors must keep within their professional 
expertise to ensure the safety of their clients. 

• The PT must wear smart/professional and appropriate clothing whilst training clients. 
• The PT will be responsible for their client whilst they are training them within the Phoenix 

Gym studio and make sure that their client follows the gym rules and adheres to any fire/
emergency procedures. 

• The PT will not be responsible for the gyms daily cleaning procedures unless they make 
unnecessary mess (bringing grass in from outside or spilling drinks on the studio flooring) 
but will be expected to keep the studio clean and tidy. The PT is also responsible for their 
client maintaining clean standards. The PT is expected to follow the studio tidiness 
guidelines so that they leave the studio tidy after use. 

• PT’s must never try to poach another PT’s clients! (if a member/client wishes to change 
trainers then they need to first tell their current trainer that they want to change and the 
change over will be handled professionally)

• The PT’s clients do not have to be gym members in order to train with the PT. They only 
need to be a paying member if they use the gym when not with the PT between 
sessions. 

• The PT client is not permitted to use the Phoenix Gym facilities before or after the 
session (eg cardio equipment). The PT’s clients must sign in at reception and CAN use 
the Phoenix Gym changing facilities, lockers, toilets and wait in reception if necessary. 

• The PT will be responsible for their own fitness testing or body composition testing 
equipment that they use for their clients. 

• The PT will be conscious to represent Phoenix Gym professionally to the public both in 
person and on social media sites. 

• The PT shall not use their clients personal information for any other purpose other than 
that it is intended for professionally. 

• The PT will not have their own keys for the gym facilities. PT must be done within normal 
opening hours whilst the gym is open. 

• The PT will not use high pressure direct selling tactics to harass Phoenix Gym members. 
Any sales done within the gym shall be done ethically and respectfully. 

• Any disputes or grievances by the PT should be addressed to a Phoenix Gym director 
(Mark bone, Lorna Taylor or Karl Roberts).

                                                                                                                                 
Phoenix Gym’s Initial Obligations:

• Phoenix Gym will ensure that the instructor is shown how to use the sound system, air 
conditioning and follow the studio systems and procedures. 

• Explain the fire procedure in case of emergencies. 
• Immediate use of the Phoenix Gym Studio to train clients during open hours.
• Get the PT added to the studio diary booking system. 

Phoenix Gym’s Continued Obligations:

• To provide the PT with the use of the Phoenix Gym Studio to train their clients during 
open hours. Phoenix Gym reserves the right to close the studio at any time due to 
unforeseen circumstances and will not be liable for any loss of earnings. 

• To keep the studio in a clean and professional working standard. 
• To keep the studio diary system up to date. 
• To listen to the PT’s feedback and where considered appropriate act upon this feedback.
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PT’s Initial Obligations:

• The PT will provide copies of their qualifications, a valid first aid certificate and public 
liability insurance certificate for Phoenix Gym’s records.

• The PT will pay their first months rent up front unless they are paying £7.50 per session.
• Ensure they are set up and trained on the studio PT procedures. 

PT Continued Obligations:

• The PT will pay either the monthly rent to Phoenix Gym on the first day of each month of 
£400. If the PT is on a “pay as you go” basis then the PT shall pay the £7.50 for each PT 
session taken at the start or end of each PT session.

• All “pay as you go” PT must be signed in at reception at the same time as making the 
payment on a daily basis. 

• The PT will maintain their own accounts and be responsible to pay their own income tax, 
national insurance and public liability insurance. 

• The PT will be responsible to keep their qualifications up to date and suitable to work 
with their clients. 

• The PT will ensure that their client fills out a Phoenix Gym PAR-Q if they wish to use the 
gym facilities without them. Payments for this must be made at reception beforehand. 

• The PT will be responsible for their own stationary and tools of trade/equipment not 
already provided by Phoenix Gym. If the PT wishes to keep their equipment in the studio 
then this must first be agreed by one of Phoenix Gym’s directors and done so at their 
own risk. Phoenix Gym can’t take responsibility for equipment left on site unattended. 

• The PT will follow the code of ethical practice laid out by REPS. 
• The PT once registered can take advantage of a Phoenix Gym membership at a 

corporate discounted rate. If the PT pay’s a monthly fee instead of hourly then the PT will 
be granted a FREE Phoenix Gym membership whilst paying the monthly rental. 

• The PT will be required to attend a brief meeting with one of the Phoenix Gym directors if 
requested.

• The PT is paying for one hours studio rental at a time and must start and be finished on 
time.                                                                                     

Ongoing Monthly Rental Charge
If the PT is paying a “pay as you go” hourly rental fee for each PT session then the PT 
shall pay £7.50 for a 1-2-1 or £15 for 2 clients at the same time for a maximum of 2 clients 
at any one time. Once the PT reaches a certain threshold (13 hours/week) it would be 
more beneficial for the PT to pay a monthly rental charge of £400p/m instead of the £7.50 
per session. The monthly rental charge will be paid by the PT to Phoenix Gym on the first 
day of each month for the sum of: £400 per month.  

Any failure to pay will be considered a breach of contract. Not paying the monthly rental 
charge will give Phoenix Gym the immediate right to terminate this and any further 
agreement. 

Use of the Studio 
The PT is expected to leave the studio in a clean and tidy manner ready for the next PT. All 
equipment must be returned to it’s rightful place and any rubbish is to be put in a bin 
provided. If bins are full or there are any issues with the studio or other  PT’s not 
following these agreement rules then just let a member of the Phoenix staff know so that 
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this can be dealt with fairly and properly without any drama. The tidy procedures must be 
followed so that the next trainer and client can enjoy the same experience.  

Here are some examples of how to keep the studio tidy: 
- Cable attachments racked up on the hooks properly.  
- Dumbbells the correct way up displaying the weight to be seen for the next user.  
- Plates put back in the correct position.  
- Balls on the ball rack provided. 
- Power bags on the power bag rack and the right way up showing the weight.  
- Kettlebells displaying the weight to be seen and kept in weight order.  
- Small items to be put back on the shelves where they came from.  
- Plyometric boxes put back in their place and in order or size.  
- Agility ladder hung up on the relevant wall. 
- The Flowin board to be put back with the shiny branded side facing outwards along with 

the foot, knee and hand pads kept with it. 
- The Freeflow disc to be put back on it’s holder along with foam.  
- Steps to be kept against the wall by the cross trainer.  
- Red, soft matt to be kept under the centre mirror, tucked into the red support pillar.  
- All rubbish, bottles, tissues and stones off clients footwear put in the bin provided.  
- The stereo, air conditioning, lights and timer clock MUST BE turned off after use. 

CCTV is in operation throughout the day within the Studio and Gym and any PT that is 
repeatedly found to not be following these tidy rules or other PT expectations will not be 
allowed to continue training their clients with the Phoenix Gym Studio.  

Studio Procedures 

The ‘Instructor’ is expected to:  

• Pay the hourly rental fee of £7.50 at reception on entering the Phoenix Gym 
unless the PT pays (£400 monthly)  

• Ask for the key at reception if no PT’s are currently using the studio.  

• Make sure the studio is safe to use for their particular session.   

• Leave the room clean, tidy and safe for the next PT. 

• Turn off the lighting, CD player, air conditioning, treadmill and fans. 

• Lock the doors and return the keys to reception if no other PT is still training a 
client within the studio.  

• Notify a member of the Phoenix team if they were any issues with equipment or 
cleanliness. 
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Diary Usage 

The PT will be given a link to the Phoenix PT studio calendar. To keep things professional 
there is a maximum limit of 3 PT’s that can use the Phoenix Studio at any one time. These 
spaces are on a first come first serve basis and may be booked up to a maximum of 12 
weeks in advance. The PT is expected to cancel any sessions that they can not attend 
giving as much advanced notice as possible to the other PT’s.  

We recommend that you get your clients to sign an agreement so that they know they 
need to give you 24 hours notice to change or cancel an appointment and failure to do so 
will result in your client paying you the £7.50 fee or your normal hourly rate. A minimum of 
24 hours must be given to allow another PT’s to make use the time otherwise the £7.50 
fee may still apply to the PT. This accountability ensures fair, professional booking for all 
trainers using the studio and motivates “flaky” clients.  

Some days or half days will be booked out of the calendar due to Personal Trainer  
Training courses held within the phoenix Studio. These will be booked out in advance. 
There may the occasional hour booked out for Phoenix Gym usage such as staff training, 
workshops or Director usage but again these will be booked out in advance. 

Accounting Records: 

The PT is accountable for their own accounting and payments for their income tax & N.I. 

Insurance: 

The Personal Trainer should obtain personal liability insurance cover which includes: 
1. liability for third parties for at least 2,000,000.00 
2. a relevant first aid certificate to cover the insurance 
3. The PT MUST get their client to fill out a PAR-Q form prior to commencing any 

training with them. Any insurance is classed as void without sufficient 
documentation showing that you have shown a duty of care.  

Use of Phoenix Gym’s Facilities 

PPL Music - The ‘instructor’ agrees to only use PPL licensed music in their classes. 

Parking - Parking is not currently available for PT’s or their clients unless they are Phoenix 
Gym members. These spaces are rented by Phoenix Gym on a monthly basis and for 
paying members exclusively. If the PT studio usage reaches a certain level then we may 
look to rent more car parking spaces to accommodate this to improve the service. Parking 
outside the front of the gym is free after 18:00 Monday to Friday and Sundays.  

Bike Storage - The PT is able to use the bike rack facility outside the front of reception. If 
this becomes an issue with members not being able to use the space then the PT may be 
asked to make other arrangements.  

Lockers - The PT may store a bag in the Studio as long as it’s out of the way and not a 
health and safety hazard. Behind the cable machine may be suitable as an example. The 
PT may use the lockers provided which require a personal pad lock, but not store things 
over night. 
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Reception - The PT may not use reception to store their personal belongings. Reception 
must be kept clean, tidy and professional at all times. Only the members of staff working 
on shift at that time or the Phoenix Directors may go behind reception. 

Music - PT’s are not permitted to go behind the Gym reception to change the music being 
played within the gym. There is certain music that must be played and the member of staff 
on shift is responsible for this only. The PT must be mindful of the music that they play 
within the studio. Heavy metal or relaxing music are both extremes of the music that may 
not be appropriate when there is more than one PT using the studio at any one time. PT’s 
are encouraged to communicate with each other so that an appropriate professional 
atmosphere is adhered to for clients.  

Personal Studio Usage  
The PT is not allowed to train themselves on their own within the studio before or after 
their session. Any personal exercise sessions must be dealt with through a membership. If 
the PT pays a monthly rental then they shall receive a free Phoenix Gym membership for 
as long as they remain a studio PT. Not all PT’s will book their sessions in advance. The 
Phoenix in house PT’s will on occasion take clients in there on the spur of the moment as 
long as there is availability and not more than 3 PT’s in there at any one time.  

Kitchen Facilities - The PT may have use of the kitchen facilities although this MUST be 
kept clean and tidy at all times. This includes cleaning the microwave after use as well as 
work surfaces and washing up of items used. All cutlery must be returned immediately and 
left as it is found ready for the next person. Permission must be granted by the member of 
staff working at the time to use these kitchen facilities.  

Non Competition: 

The PT shall not during the term of this agreement: 

• Intentionally promote another business that locally competes with Phoenix Gym either in 
person or on social media. 

• Attempt to entice clients or prospects from Phoenix Gym to do business elsewhere. 
• Not use or disclose confidential information for any other purpose other than the purpose 

set out in this agreement.  

Indemnity:

The PT shall indemnify Phoenix Gym against any loss, cost or expense incurred by the PT 
operating inside the business of Phoenix Gym arising from any act, neglect or default of 
the PT, their clients or host beneficiary partners receive.   

Data Protection: 

All data held must be in compliance with the data protection act 1998.  

Confidentiality

The PT agrees that, other than in the proper performance of their duties, the PT will not 
use any confidential information to benefit themselves and or others, they will not reveal 
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‘Phoenix Gym’s’ confidential information to anyone else and they will do everything they 
can to prevent anyone else publishing or disclosing it. Confidential information includes but 
is not limited to: the Company's business or prospective business; its clients or prospective 
clients; its employees; its finances and business methods; the specific projects in which it 
is, has been or will be engaged; personal information about any client, supplier, agent, 
advisor or employee.

Territory: 

The PT is allowed to operate their PT business within the Phoenix Gym PT Studio and 
anywhere that is not in direct competition with Phoenix Gym. Provision of PT outside these 
conditions must receive verbal or written confirmation to do so by a Phoenix Gym Director. 

Agency: 

Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as making the parties, partners or joint 
ventures or render any party liable for any of the debts or obligations of any other party. 

Notices: 

Any notice or consent to be given to any party in connection with this agreement shall be 
verbal or written directly with a Phoenix Gym Director or in writing.  

Termination: 

Phoenix Gym may terminate this agreement by giving the PT upon written notice if the PT:  
1. consistently fails to meet the PT obligations and expectations set out in this 

agreement. 
2. Is not seen to be willing and proactive in implementing the terms of this agreement.  
3. commits an incurable breach of this agreement or fails to remedy the breach in a 

specified time 
4. fails to pay Phoenix Gym the monthly rental charge or consistently attend any 

requested meetings. 
5. Is believed to be intentionally trying not to pay any PT rent, whether monthly or by 

“pay as you go” session.  
6. does not conform to the Phoenix Gym code of ethical practice. 
7. does not follow the REPS code of ethical practice or consistently act in a 

professional manner with the Phoenix staff or other Studio PT’s.  
8. abandons the business 
9. is convicted of a criminal offence that is inappropriate for carrying on the business 

The PT may terminate this agreement at any time as long as all monies owed have been 
paid. Phoenix Gym retains the right to cancel the agreement sooner if they believe it is 
beneficial to Phoenix Gym to do so. The PT must give written confirmation when cancelling 
this agreement to allow Phoenix Gym to remove the PT from the Phoenix systems and 
allow another PT to take their place.  

Signed……………………………………Date……/……/……  (Personal Trainer) 

Signed……………………………………Date……/……/……  (Phoenix Gym Norwich LTD)                                                                                                                                   
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